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ABSTRACT
A two-neural network approach to solving optimal control problems is described in this study. This approach
called the adaptive critic method consists of one neural network called the supervisor or critic and a second
network called an action network or a controller. The inputs to both these networks are the current states of the
system to be controlled. Each network is trained through output of the other network and the conditions for
optimal control. When their outputs are mutually consistent, the controller network output is optimal. The
optimality is however limited to the underlying model. Hence, we develop a Lyapunov based theory for robust
stability of these controllers when there is input uncertainty. We illustrate this approach through a longitudinal
autopilot of a nonlinear missile problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
Outside of dynamic programming [l], currently there is no unified mathematical formalism under which a
controller can be designed for nonlinear systems. Techniques like feedback linearization have been used for a few
nonlinear problems under limited conditions, such as equal number of inputs and outputs. More rigorous and
general solutions are available with linearized models; however, they are restricted by the assumption of linear
models. Other available solutions for nonlinear controllers are highly problem-oriented. Consequently, we propose
a formulation which: 1) solves a nonlinear control problem directly without any approximation to the system
model (in the absence of a good model this approach can synthesize a nonlinear model of the states), 2) yield a
control law in a feedback form as a function of the current states, and 3) maintain the same structure regardless of
the type or problem (handles linear problems as well). Such a formulation is afforded by the field of neural
networks.
Several authors have used neural networks to “optimally” solve nonlinear systems [2][3]. Almost all these studies
fall within four categories: 1) supervised control, 2) direct inverse control, 3) neural adaptive control, and 4)
backpropagation through time [7]. A fifth and rarely studied class of controller have the most interesting structure.
It is called an Adaptive Critic Architecture [3][4][5][6][7]. The reason for choosing this structure for formulating
the optimal control problems is that this approach needs NO external training as in other forms of neurocontrollers,
this is not an open loop optimal controller but a feedback controller, and it preserves the same structure regardless
of the problem (linear or nonlinear). Balakrishnan and Biega [4] have shown the usefulness of this architecture for
infinite/finite-time linear problems. In this study, we present a general neural framework for the study of linear as
well as nonlinear finite-time optimal control problems. It is hoped that the two other important features associated
with a controller, namely robustness and identification (observes) with our network structure since it does not have
any restrictive assumption (like linearity, etc.).
The method discussed in this study determines an optimal control law for a system by successively adapting two
networks, an action network and a critic network. This method determines the control law for an entire range of
initial conditions [4]. It simultaneously determines and adapts the neural networks to the optimal control policy for
both linear and nonlinear systems. Further contribution of this paper is the development of theory to obtain
robustness results with regard to the adaptive critic based neurocontrollers there has been (to our knowledge) no
reported results in this important area. The robustness that we study in this paper is with respect to unmodeled
dynamics. In particular, we consider uncertain dynamics associated with inputs. There has been some work in this
area. Krstic [8] et al. has developed a technique for control of feedback linearizable systems with input unmodeled
dynamics; McFarland [9] has used the method of dynamic nonlinear damping for a neural network based
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controller. However, his results are based on an inversion-based neurocontroller. In this paper, the results section
clearly show that the adaptive critic based neurocontrollers are far superior to the inversion-based controllers by an
order of magnitude.
We present the general formulation of adaptive critic in Section 2; theory related to the robustness of these
controllers is presented in Section 3. Numerical results are presented in Section 4 and the conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT
2.1 COST FUNCTION
Through the neural network methodology presented in this study, we will be able to solve a class of optimal
control problems. The cost function in such cases is given by, J, where
N -I
J = @ [ x ( N ) I + L; t x ( i ) ,u(i)l

c

(1)

i=O

In Eq. (l), Li() can be a linear or nonlinear function of the states and/or control and @() can be a linear or
nonlinear function of terminal states. Li() is also known as a utility function; i indicates the stage. The underlying
system model is given by
x(i + 1) = fi( x ( i ) ,u ( i ) )

(2)

where fi() can be either linear or nonlinear. The optimal control problem can be formulated in terms of
Hamiltonisn [ 13 where the Hamiltonian, Hi, is given by

H~ = L~( ~ ( i ~) ,( i )+) aT(i + i y i ( ~ ( i u(i>)
),

(3)

The propagation equations for the Lagrange Multiplier, i=O,l,. ..N-1, are given by

a(i)= (af, / a x ( i ) ) T n(i + 1) + ( a ~ ;

(4)

with boundary condition on h as

W )= (a@/ax(N)f

(5)

The optimality condition is

aHi/au(i) = 0,

i = OJ, ...,N - 1

(6)

Note that for a steady state regulator problem @()is zero and N 4 a r g e .

2.2 ADAPTIVE CRITIC
The goal of the neural networks is to find the control which minimizes the cost in Eq. (1) by solving Eqs. (2) and
(4)with the use of Eq. ( 6 )and boundary conditions given by Eq. ( 5 ) and the known initial states.
In order to accomplish this task, we use two networks. One network called ‘action’ models the control, u(i), for
which the inputs are x(i). In order to train the control network, first, x(i), is randomized and the action network
outputs u(i). The system model in Eq. (2) is then used to find x(i+l). The derivatives df; / a x ( i ) and aLj / a x ( i )
can all be calculated since x(i) and u(i) are known. Now, a randomized critic network is considered and h(i) and
h(i+l) are calculated corresponding to x(i) and x(i+l). With h(i+l), the target h(i), denoted by h*(i), can be
calculated by using Eq. (4). The difference between h*(i) and h(i) is used to correct the critic network. After the
critic network has converged, we use this critic or supervisory network to correct the action network. This is done
by finding u(i) for random x(i) and correcting them through the use of the model equation in Eq. (2) to find x(i+l),
and use x(i+l) to find h(i+l) from the critic network corresponding to x(i+l). By using h(i+l) in Eq. (6), we can
solve for the target u*(i) and use it to correct the action network. This two-step procedure continues till a
predetermined level of convergence is reached.
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3. ROBUST DESIGN
3.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Consider a nominal nonlinear system (with optimal control uupt obtained by using adaptive-critic techniques)
(7)

i l d = fl ( X l d )+ gl ( X l d b 2 d
i 2 d = f 2 (Xld x2d ) + 82 (xld 7 X2d Iuopt

where Xld

, X2d

E ~ " 1

E

~

"

,2uupt E ~

"

and
2
gl E

,

~ " ' ~ " 2 g2 E ~

"

2

,~g2-'
~ 2exists.

From Eq. (7), X2d can act as a stabilizing control for the system:

In order to deal with the uncertainty and make the perturbed system behave like Eqs. (7)-(8), extra-control (U, ) is
added to Eq. ( 1 1 ) :
i 2 = f2(XI,X2)+g2(X1,X2)(~+A(X1,X2))(Uupt +U,)

(12)

The main property of NN concerned for control and estimation purposes is the function approximation property.
Let f ( x ) be a smooth function from

S n + S m It.

can be shown that for some sufficient large number of

neurons, there exist weights ( W ) and activate function ( V ( x )) such that
(13)

f ( x ) = W T P ( 4+ E ( x )

where

E(X)

is the neural network functional approximation error. In fact, for some positive number&N, one can

find a neural network such that & ( x ) 5 &N . For good approximations, P(x) should be a basis such as gaussian,
logsig and so on.

3.2 EXTRA CONTROL (U, ) DESIGN
The goal is to find an extra control that can handle the uncertainties. To be specific, make XI and x2 bounded for
the regulator problem. Here an online tuned neural network is used for this purpose. Note that although our
approach is similar as in [8] and [9] we differ in the uncertainty model description.

Eq. (10)can be rewritten as:
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Insert Eq. (1 2) into Eq. (16) to get
Z = f2 + g 2 ( I + A)uOpf- X2d + g2(I + A)ue + G
By choosing
r

where j ( x l ,x2) is the output of a NN with x1 and x2 as inputs. The part of - K ,
the initial convergence.

z is a stablizing part that helps

-

Insert Eq. ( 1 8) into Eq. (17) to get

By choosing a proper weight-update rule of NN, the U, in Eq. (18) can make perturbed system practically stable,
that is, x1 and x2 bounded. The problem is how to find such a weight-update rule. We pick the structure of the
neural network for U, with two layers with weights of the first layer are fixed and weights of the output layer are
changed.

with

I I E ( X ~ , X ~ ) I I < EN

and llWllF < WN . Where

l -l F

is Frobenius norm and IlAll 2 F = t r ( A T A ). One of its

properties is t r ( A T B )I IIAIIFIIBIIF.For vectors, Frobenius norm is the same as 2-norm.
Let

W T denote real weights of the NN, that is
j(x&

=WTp(net)

With Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), we can rewrite Eq. (19) as

where @ = W - W .

Claim 1: Updating rule

w = p(net)zT - @ achieves practical stability. y is the learning rate.

Proof Choose a Lyapunov function as
1 T
1
" T -1"
L = - e e+-rr(W g W )
2
2

@ f p + zT&+tr(-@TpzT)+yr(GTW)
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i I O , that is, z = x2 - X 2 d + g r (aVl/axl)is bounded. From (9), we know x1 is bounded and g r (aVl/axl)
is bounded. So x2 is also bounded.

then

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the usefulness and the potential of the theory of robust adaptive critic based controllers, we
present a numerical example. The equations of motion of a simplified nonlinear autopilot are presented below.
These equations represent the missile's short-period dynamics. The objective of this problem is to track reference
commands in angle of attack.
d!=q-(K1 + K 2 a 2 ) a

4 = (C, + c2a2>a+
( ~ +3 c4a2>U
U = -1 / z(U -U)

where z=O.OOOI, Kl =1.02, K 2 = l . 2 8 , C , =-57.17, C2=-322.16, C3 =-70.12, and C4=-360.27. Note that a
represents the angle of attack, q represents the pitch rate, and U represents the fin position which is the control in
this problem. The time-constant of the actuator is presented by 5 . In this problem, we pick the variations or
uncertainties in the values of the time-constant to reflect the input dynamics uncertainties. Reference angle of
attack changes from 11.46 to -1 1.46 at 4s (800Ih step).
At first, we solve this problem with a quadratic cost function given by
m

J = X ( x j T Q x i+ui T Rui)

(25)

i=O

where Q=diag[I/a2ms, 1 / q 2 m a ,
-

l / U 2 m a ] , R = ~ / u2 m a with ama=10/57.3, qma=0.5, ~,,=10/57.3,

T

uma =10/57.3, x = [a q U ] , and sample frequency is 200Hz.

In the second phase we change the time-constant by different values and investigate the robustness of the
neurocontrollers. The history of the angle of attack ( a ) ,control ( U ) and extra-control (U,) are presented in
Figures 1-3. Note that the adaptive critic based controller has some inherent robustness and with no extra control,
tracks the reference signal; while the performance of the inversion-based neurocontroller in [9], degrades very
quickly; the adaptive critic based neurocontroller shows virtually no difference when z changes from 0.0001 to
0.05 as in Figure 1. However, when the time-constant raises to 0.5, there is need for extra-control as in Figure 2.
The histories of the control and extra-control are presented in Figure 3. The time-history of z clearly shows the
highly inherent stability margins of the adaptive critic controllers. One reason for the good performance of the
adaptive critic based controllers is that they are based on optimality. For a linear multivariable system, it has been
shown that the controller synthesized with a quadratic cost function demonstrate infinite gain margin and 60
degree phase margin; it appears that this property can be extended to this class of nonlinear optimal controller also.
In contrast, the inversion-based controller is pointwise stable and does not possess good stability margin. More
results will be presented at the conference.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Conditions for robustness for the adaptive critic based neurocontrollers have been derived with respect to
unmodeled input dynamics. Simulation results show that the adaptive critic based controllers have excellent
stability margins and can stabilize nonlinear system even with large uncertainties. This work was supported by a
National Science Foundation Grant No. ECS-9976588.
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Fig 1 Angle of attack ( z =0.05 )

Fig 2 Angle of attack ( z = O S )
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